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INFINITESIMALLY STABLE ENDOMORPHISMS

HIROSHIIKEDA

Abstract. It is well known that infinitesimal stability of difleomorphisms is

an open property. However, infinitesimal stability of endomorphisms is not

an open property. So we consider the interior of the set of all infinitesimally

stable endomorphisms. We prove that if / belongs to the interior of the set

of all infinitesimally stable endomorphisms, then f is iî-stable. This means a

generalization of Smale's Q-stability theorem for diffeomorphisms. Moreover,

it is proved that for Anosov endomorphisms structural stability is equivalent to

lying in the interior of the set of infinitesimally stable endomorphisms.

1. Introduction

In the theory of dynamical systems structural stability is one of important

concepts. Moreover infinitesimal stability is closely related to structural stabil-
ity. For example, in the diffeomorphisms theory the following result has been

known.

Theorem A [4, 7, 16]. Let f be a Cx diffeomorphism of a closed smooth man-

ifold M. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) / ¿s C1 structurally stable,
(b) / satisfies Axiom A and the strong transversality condition;

(c) / is infinitesimally stable.

Now we shall attempt to give an outline of the development of infinitesimal

stability without giving precise definitions. In the case of diffeomorphisms,

Robbin [14], inspired by Moser [9], introduced the concept of infinitesimal
stability to prove the structural stability theorem. At first, infinitesimal stability
was a medium to prove structural stability; i.e., (b) => (c) => (a). Moreover Mané
[4] generalized this concept and proved that (b) is equivalent to (c). In this

paper the concept of infinitesimal stability of diffeomorphisms means Mane's
generalized version. From the result of Mané [7], we now know that for C1
diffeomorphisms infinitesimal stability is equivalent to structural stability. The

concept of infinitesimal stability of endomorphisms virtually appeared in [5].

Using the concept we obtained properties similar to those of infinitesimally

stable diffeomorphisms [2, 3]. In [3] the following question was stated:

Question. Is infinitesimal stability of endomorphisms an open property?
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For this question Odani obtained a negative answer [11]. It is evident that

infinitesimal stability of diffeomorphisms is an open property. So we consider

the interior of the set of all infinitesimally stable endomorphisms. It appears

that lying in the interior of the set of all infinitesimally stable endomorphisms

is appropriate to a generalization of infinitesimal stability of diffeomorphisms.

Hence one would like to conjecture that lying in the interior of the set of all

infinitesimally stable endomorphisms is equivalent to structural stability. A mo-

tivation of this conjecture is that for C1 diffeomorphisms infinitesimal stability

is equivalent to structural stability. Another is that research for seeking above

equivalence may be a key of finding.appropriate necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for endomorphisms to be structurally stable. In this paper we give the

following results which are a start to prove the above conjecture.

Theorem I. Let f be a C endomorphism of a closed smooth manifold M,

r > 1 ■ If f belongs to the interior of the set of all C infinitesimally stable
endomorphisms of M, then f is Çl-stable.

Corollary I. Let f be a C endomorphism of a closed smooth manifold M,

f' > 1 • If f has a C neighborhood % of f such that every g £ % satisfies
weak Axiom A, then f is Cl-stable.

Theorem II. Let f be a C Anosov endomorphism of a closed smooth manifold
M, r > 1. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) / is C structurally stable;

(b) / is either an Anosov diffeomorphism or an expanding map;
(c) / belongs to the interior of the set of all infinitesimally stable endomor-

phisms of M.

The above corollary gives sufficient condition for Q-stability. Przytycki [13]

provided sufficient conditions for an endomorphism / to be fi-stable. His
conditions require that the nonwandering set of / contains no singularities.

However, there exist examples of Q-stable endomorphisms with singularities
in the nonwandering set [8]. Our sufficient condition permits the existence

of singularities in the nonwandering set. Moreover this corollary is a natural
generalization of Smale's Q-stability theorem [19].

The contents of this paper are as follows: In §2 we establish some background

and give the definition of infinitesimal stability of endomorphisms. In §3 we

prove Theorem I and relate this result with Smale's Q-stability theorem. In §4

we give the definition of Anosov endomorphisms and prove Theorem II. Section

5 contains some concluding remarks.

2. Preliminaries

Let M be a compact connected smooth manifold without boundary and let
Ei\àr(M), r > 1, be the space of C endomorphisms of M endowed with

the C topology. For / £ Endr(M), the nonwandering set of / is denoted by

Q(/ ) and is defined to be the set of all x £ M such that for every neighborhood

U of x there exists an integer n > 0 with f(U)n U ¿ 0 . The set of periodic

points of / is denoted by Per(/). We denote by S(f) the set of singularities

of /, i.e. those points x of M where Tf\TxM is not injective. We say

that an endomorphism / is C structurally (resp. Q-) stable if there exists a
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neighborhood % of / in Endr(Ai) such that for every g in % there exists a

homeomorphism h: M -> M (resp. Q(/) -» Q(g)) satisfying gh — hf.

Definition 1 [5]. We say that / G Endr(M) satisfies Axiom A if there exist a

continuous splitting rAf |Q(/) — Es ® E" , and a Riemannian norm || || on

TM, and constants K > 0, 0 < A < 1 satisfying:
(a) (Tf)EsCEs, (Tf)Eu = Eu;

(b) \\(Tf)nv\\<KX"\\v\\ for xeQ(f), v£Ex, n>0,

||(r/)"t;||>Ä'A-,l||t;||    foTxeCl(f),veE$, «>0;

(c) if xx ¿ x2 £ Q(/) and /(*,) = f(x2) = y, then E*y = {0} ;

(d) Per(/) is dense in Q(/);

(e) S(f)nCi(f) = 0.

Definition 2 [5]. Let / e Endr(M) and let A be a compact subset of M with

f(A) = A. We say that A is a prehyperbolic set for / if there exist a continuous

splitting TM\A = ES@EU , and a Riemannian norm || || on TM and constants

K > 0, 0 < A < 1 satisfying:
(a) (Tf)EscEs, (Tf)Eu = Eu;

(b) \\(Tf)"v\\ < *AB||v|| for xeA, v£Esx, n>0,

\\(Tf)nv\\>KX-n\\v\\     iorx£h,v£Eux, n>0;

(c) if X! t¿ x2 £ A and f(xx) = f(x2) = y , then Esy = {0} .

Moreover we need some definitions for infinitesimal stability. If A is a

compact subset of M let r*(A) be the space of bounded sections of TM\A

with the norm \\n\\ = sup{||//(x)|| \x £ A} and let r°(A) be the closed subspace
of continuous sections. If / £ Endr(M) and f(A) c A let TfM\A be the

pullback bundle of TM\A by /. Let T^-(A), I^(A) be the corresponding

spaces of bounded and continuous sections of TfM\A. We define the linear

operator Lf: Yb(A) -> r*(A) by

Lf(t1) = (Tf)ot1-t1of    íorr¡£rb(A).

Definition 3. We say that / £ Endr(M) is infinitesimally stable if the linear

operator Lf: Y°(M) —► r^-(M) is surjective.

Remark. See [4] for definition of infinitesimal stability of diffeomorphisms. In-

finitesimal stability of endomorphisms is a generalization of infinitesimal stabil-

ity of diffeomorphisms. In fact, infinitesimally stable diffeomorphisms satisfy

the definition of infinitesimal stability of endomorphisms. See Robbin [14, 15]

and Mané [6] for more detailed description of the case of diffeomorphisms.

It is easy to see that infinitesimal stability of diffeomorphisms is an open
property. However, infinitesimal stability of endomorphisms is not an open

property. Odani obtained the following:

Theorem B [11]. Let f e End^S1) be a homeomorphism such that £l(f) =
{an attracting fixed point a and a repelling fixed point b) and S(f) — {an

attracting fixed point a). Then f is infinitesimally stable.

Then we can get a noninfinitesimally stable endomorphism g by an arbitrar-

ily small C1 perturbation around an attracting fixed point a of / in Theorem
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B. Hence we consider the interior of the set of infinitesimally stable endomor-

phisms. Let JSFr(M) be the interior of the set of all C infinitesimally stable
endomorphisms of M. By the definition of infinitesimal stability of diffeomor-

phisms and the open mapping theorem of functional analysis, it is easy to see
that Cr infinitesimal stability of diffeomorphisms is an open property, r > 1.

Hence it follows from [4] that Axiom A C diffeomorphisms with the strong

transversality condition belong to JcFr(M), r > 1. Expanding maps also be-

long to J^r(M), r > 1 . For convenience we shall say that/ £ Endr(Af) is

S-infinitesimally stable if / belongs to J¿Fr(M).

3. Proof of Theorem I

In this section we will prove Theorem I. In the proof of the theorem, we shall

use the following results.

Theorem C. Let A be a prehyperbolic set for a C endomorphism f of M,

r > 1. There are numbers a > 0, K > 0, k > 0, a neighborhood U of A

in M and a neighborhood V of f in End'(A/) with the following properties:
For any topological space X, any homeomorphism h of X, and any continuous

map i: X -» U, if g belongs to V and d(ih, gi) < a, then there is a unique

continuous map j: X —> M such that jh — gj and d(i, j) < k. In fact, we

have the stronger estimate that d(i, j) < Kd(ih, gi). Moreover, for fixed i and

h, j depends C° continuously on g. Here d(i,j) — sap{p(i(x), j(x))\x £

X}, where p is a metric on M.

Theorem C is proved following the case of diffeomorphisms in Chapter 7 of

[18, pp. 87-93].

Theorem D [3]. C infinitesimally stable endomorphisms of M satisfy weak

Axiom A and the no cycles condition.

Here we say that / e Endr(Af) satisfies weak Axiom A if there exist a con-
tinuous splitting TM\£l(f) = Es ® Eu , and a Riemannian norm || || on TM,

and constants K > 0, 0 < A < 1 satisfying the conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) of

the definition of Axiom A above. Note that / in Theorem B is an example

of infinitesimally stable endomorphisms which satisfy not Axiom A but weak

Axiom A.
Let SFr(M) be the interior of the set of all C endomorphisms of M such

that every periodic point is hyperbolic. We say that a periodic point x of
/ £ Endr(M) with period p is prehyperbolic if Tfp: TXM —» TXM has no
eigenvalue of absolute value 1. Let 3W(M) be the interior of the set of all
C endomorphisms of M such that every periodic point is prehyperbolic. It is
obvious that ^r(M) c 3B^'r(M). By Theorem D, J^r(M) c 333rr(M). If

x is a prehyperbolic periodic point of / with period n , let Es(x) and Eu(x)

be the stable and unstable subspaces of TXM, i.e., the subspaces associated

to the eigenvalues of Tf : TXM «-^ that have respectively modulus < 1 and

> 1. For / e 3°9rr(M) let P¡(f) be the set of points x e Per(/) such

that dimEs(x) = /, and denote by N(i, n, f) the number of fixed points of

f contained in P¿(f). We shall call the above number /' the stable index of

periodic point x for /. In the proof of Theorem I stable index will play an

important role.
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The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 1.8 [7], and can be proved

by the same argument for the case of diffeomorphisms in [7]. The main tools

for the proof are fundamental results of a manifold of mappings [1], [17] and

the implicit function theorem.

Lemma E. If f e 3%Fr(M) then there exists a C neighborhood % of f in

Ewdr(M) such that:

(a) N(i,n,gx) = N(i, n, g2) for all g\£%, g2£%, n > 0 and 0 < i <
dim M. _

(b) If g £ % and coincides with f in a neighborhood of P¡(f) for some

0 < i < dim M, then P¡(g) = P¡(f).

Remark. In fact, the above neighborhood % is contained in ^^(M).

Proof. Let x be a periodic point of / e 3°^r(M) with period n and stable
index i. Let (<p, V) be a chart around x such that y>(x) = 0 and <p(V) c Rm

where m = dim M. Then we define F: Endr(M) x V —► M by F(g, y) =
gn(y). It is easy to see that F is Cr [1, 17]. Let Ux(f) C Endr(Af) be

an open neighborhood of / such that gn(V) c V for all g £ Ux(f) where

V is an open neighborhood of x with V c V. Then F: Ux(f) x V -» V
is well defined and C. Let U*(f) c Tr(f*TM) be an open neighborhood
of zero section of f*TM such that U*(f) can be identified with Ux(f) by

a diffeomorphism G defined by G(Ç)(x) = expf{x)Ç(x). Then F: U*(f) x
<p(V')-+Rm is defined by

F(^,y) = <po(G(0)no(p-x(y)-y.

It is obvious that F is Cr and F(0, 0) = 0. Moreover, D2F(0, 0) is an
isomorphism of Rm because / £ 3s9'r(M). By the implicit function theorem,

there exist open neighborhoods Ux* c Ux*(f) of zero section in Tr(f*TM),

V* c <p(V) of 0 in Rm such that, for very open connected neighborhood Í72*

of zero section, contained in U*, there is a unique continuous map h of C/2*

into V such that h(0) = 0, F(n, h(n)) = 0 for any n e U$ . Then we can

take Ux* as an open connected neighborhood of zero section. Moreover, we

can take U* with the following property: let U - {g £ Endr(Af)|g = G(n) for

n £ Ux*} , Cl(U) c 3ö9rr(M). Then

F(r¡, h(r))) = <p o g^<p-\h(n))) - h(n) = 0

for every n £ U*, where gv - G(n). Therefore y> o g¡j(y>~x(h(n))) - h(r¡) £

V* c <p(V>), so g^(<p-l(h(ri))) = <p-x(h(n)) e V. That is, <p-x(h(n)) is a

periodic point of g, = G(n) with period n and stable index / for every n e U*

(because g,, e 3%?~r(M)). Now take a continuous arc g(t) such that g(0) = f,

g(t) e U for all 0 < t < 1, and g(\) e 3U. Of course, g(t) e V c 3°^r(M)
for all 0 < t < 1. Hence g (I) has a prehyperbolic periodic point z with

period n and stable index i satisfying z = \imt^x <p~x (h(G~x(g(t)))). We

repeat the above argument for g (I) and z instead of / and x. Hence we can

get that N(i, n, f) < N(i, n, g) if there exists a continuous arc g(t) such

that g(t) e 3B9'r(M) for all 0 < t < 1 and g(0) = f, g(l) = g. Reversing the
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roles of / and g, it follows that N(i, n, g) < N(i, n, f). Therefore if / and

g are in a connected component of 3°£F (M) then N(i, n, f) — N(i, n, g)

for all « > 1 and 0 < i < diva. M. See [7] for the proof of (b).   D

Proof of Theorem I. Since / £ J^r(M), there exists a C neighborhood %

of / in Endr(M) such that every g £ % is infinitesimally stable. By Theorem

D, it is easy to see that % c 3ö9'r(M). Moreover, for each g £ %SQ(g) has a

decomposition, Ao(g) U Ai (g) u • • • U A¿imM(g) into disjoint prehyperbolic sets.

Here each A¡(g) is a prehyperbolic set such that it coincides with the closure

of the prehyperbolic periodic points of g with stable index i. We shall show

that there exists a C neighborhood ^ c ^ of / such that for every g e ^i,

f\Aj(f) is topologically conjugate to g|A,(g) for all 0 < i < dim M. Since

/|Ao(/) is a (quasi-)expanding map, there exist neighborhoods [/0 of Ao(/)

and ^° of / such that if g £ %f° then there exists a homeomorphism h from

Arj(/) onto its image satisfying gh — hf and h(Ao(f)) c i/o [13]. Then

h(A0(f)) = A0(g) because / 6 3^r(M) and Lemma E. For 1 < /' < dimM
we apply Theorem C to each A,(/). Then there exist neighborhoods U¡ of

A,(/) and V¡ of / and constants a,, k¡, and K¡ as in Theorem C. If g

satisfies dco(f,g) < a,, d(g o inc¡, inc¡ o f) < a, where inc¡: A¡(f) -*

M is the inclusion map, dco(f, g) = sup{p(f(x), g(x))\x e M}, d is a

metric on C°(A,(/), M), that is, d(a, b) = sup{p(a(x), b(x))\x e A,-(/)}.
Hence if g e V,\, dco(f, g) < a, then there exists a unique continuous map

*,-(g): A,-(/) -♦ M satisfying d(inc¡, 0,(g)) < k¡, and gO;(g) - 0,(g)/.
Furthermore, we know that <P,(g) depends continuously on g and satisfies

d(ind, 0,(g)) < Kidco(f, g). It is easy to see that <&,■(/") = /nc¡. Let U^ c

V[V\y be a C connected neighborhood of / such that for every g e W¡ the
set 0,(g)(A,(/)) is contained in U¡. Observe that $>i(g)(Pi(f)) is a set of

periodic points of g, and <D¿(g)(A,(/)) = 0,-(g)(^i(/)) f°r g e W^ . We shall
show that 0,(A,(/)) c A,(g) = Cl(P,(g)) for every g £ W¡. Let g(t) € W¡,

0 < t < 1, be a continuous arc with g(0) = / and g(l) = g. Then if x is

a periodic point of / with period p then <ï>,(g(£))(x) is a periodic point of

g(t) with period p . Since g(i) 6 3W(M) for all 0 < t < 1, the stable index
of x for / is equal to that of 0>,(g(i))(x) for g(t). Hence 0,(g)(P;(/)) c

P/(g) so <D,(g)(A,(/)) c A,(g). Let Ag = <Di(g)(A,(/)). Then Ag is a
g-invariant compact subset of A,(g). Since A,(g) is a prehyperbolic set for
g and i > 0, g|Ag is a homeomorphism from A^ to itself. By Theorem

C, there exists a unique continuous map j : Ag —> M such that jg = fj and

¿(id |As, ;) < Kjdco(f, g). We also see that d(inc¡, ;0,(g)) < 2Kidco(f, g),
U ° «¿(g)] °f = f°[j° «/(g)] • Let ^' c »Í be a C neighborhood of /
such that if g e ^' then 2K¡dco(f, g) < k¡. lf g e W, then we have
7° «(g) = id|A,-(/) so «¿(g) is injective. Hence «/(g): A;(/) -»Ag is a
homeomorphism. Therefore «,(g)P,(/) = P¡(g) because Lemma E. Hence
Ag = Cl(«,(g)P,(/)) = A,(g). If necessary, we take smaller neighborhoods

^', 0 < i < dim M, so that we can take a disjoint family {c7,|0 < i < dimM} .

Let %x = nfio^^" • Then for every g£^x, /|Q(/) is topologically conjugate
to g|Q(g).   D

By analogous argument to the proof of Theorem I, we obtain the following

result:
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Lemma F. Let Diff (M) be the space of C diffeomorphisms of M endowed

with the C topology, r > 1. Let f £ Diff(M). Then the following are
equivalent:

(a) / satisfies Axiom A and the no cycles condition;
(b) / has a C neighborhood JV in DifT(Af) such that every g in JV

satisfies Axiom A.

Our sufficient condition for Q-stability in Corollary I corresponds to (b)

in Lemma F. Our sufficient condition is weaker than Przytycki's conditions.

Because our condition plus Q(/) n S(f) = 0 is equivalent to Axiom A plus

the nocycles condition (that is, Przytycki's conditions). Hence Corollary I is a
natural generalization of Smale's Q-stability theorem [19].

Remark. It is not known whether our sufficient condition is equivalent to weak

Axiom A plus the no cycles condition.

4. Proof of Theorem II

In this section we shall prove Theorem II. We begin with a definition following

Przytycki [12].

Definition. We say that / £ Endr(Af) is an Anosov endomorphism if S(f) — 0

and there exist constants K > 0, 0 < A < 1, and a Riemannian norm || || on

TM such that for every /-orbit (x„) there exists a splitting of \J^L_00 Tx„M =

E*®E» = Ur=-oo EsXn © El satisfying:
(a) (Tf)Es = Es, (Tf)E" = Eu;

(b) \\(Tf)nv\\<KXn\\v\\ for *;€£*, «>0,

\\(Tf)nv\\>K-xX-n\\v\\     forv£Eu,  n>0.

In the proof of Theorem II we use the following lemma.

Lemma G [5]. Let f £ Endr(M) and let A be a compact subset of M with

/(A) = A. Then A is a prehyperbolic set for f if and only if Lf-. r°(A) ->
rt(A) is an isomorphism.

Proof. "If part" is proved by the same arguments in the proof of Lemma A [5].

We only need to prove "only if part". Suppose that A is a prehyperbolic set for

/. Without loss of generality we can suppose that A cannot be decomposed

into disjoint prehyperbolic sets. At first we shall show the injectivity of Lf.

Suppose that Lf-. T°(A) —> Pl(A) is not injective. Then there exists 0 #

r\ £ r°(A) with Lf(n) = 0. Hence there exists an /-orbit (xn) such that

n(xo) / 0. Then {n(x„)} c TM is a bounded sequence such that n(x„) e

Tx M and (Tf)n(x„) = n(xn+x) for all n e Z. Since A is prehyperbolic,

n(x0) £ EXo. Moreover ||f|(jc_„)|| > K-xX-n\\(TfYr,(X-n)\\ = K~xX-"\\r,(x0)\\

for all n > 0. Hence {||i/(x_„)|||n > 0} is unbounded. This is a contradiction.

Therefore Lf is injective. Next we shall show that Lf is surjective. Since

A is prehyperbolic for /, we can decompose r°(A) = r°(A)i © r°(A)" and
r^(A) = r*(A)s © Ff(A)u where if n £ T°(A)S then n(x) £ Ex for all x £ A,

similarly for r°(A)H , r^(A)J, T°f (A)" . It is obvious that Lf(r°(A)s) c rJ(A)*,

L/(r°(A)") c r«(A)" . We shall show that Lf. T°(A)U -* Tf(A)u is surjective.
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Let (* e L°f(A)u . We define a bounded section rf £ Yb(A)u by

oo

^(x) = ^(r/*|£x")-'^-'(x)).
k=\

Since A is prehyperbolic for /, \\(Tf)nv\\ > tfA_,l||t;|| for all v £ Eu and
all n > 0. Hence \\(Tfn\Ex)-x\\ < K~xXn for all x £ A and n > 0. Then

ll*"(*)ll = Er=i IK^I^)"1!! IKII < E?=i ̂-^*ll€ll = t¥ • Therefore rf
is bounded. Moreover it is easy to see that Lf(rf) = Ç. We prove the continuity
of rf. Let e > 0 be arbitrarily small. Let us take ô > 0 and 1 > ß > 0 such
that if d(x ,y)<S then

(i)   ll^,+1°^+,,y,+1°^)-^)ll<^,
(ii) ||e*,y¡ o (Tf\El)-' - (r/|£« )~» o 4i+, oeXM,,M\\<ß,

(iii) max{||eyi>Jtl.||, \\eXl>y,\\ |0 < i < n) < §,

for all 0 < i < n-1, where « is a positive integer, exy is the parallel translation

from TyM into TXM along the unique shortest geodesic joining x to y, n" is

a projection from rxA/ to £" along Ex , d( , ) is the metric on M associated
to the Riemannian metric.

Then, for y satisfying d(x, y) < ô,

¥xyrf{y) - *"(*)||
n oo

fc=l k=\

<J2¥Xy°{Tfk\E"y)-{oc:(yk_x)-(Tfk\Eux)-xo^Xk_x)\\
k=\

oo

+  £  ||(7'/k|£i)-1o{(JCfc_1)|| + ||eX3,o(7'/»|£J)-1o^(>;ll)||.

¿fc=n+l

On the other hand,

\\exy o (Tfk\E^)-x »«(»_,) - (r/V*)"1 o{(xk_,)||

< ||íxr o (ry*^)-1 oC(yk_,) - (r/*|£-»)-' o ̂  o e^ü^on

+ IKT-y*!^)-1 o nXkeXky¿(yk_x) - (Tfk\Eux)~x *Z{xk.x)\\

,k\j7u\-\ _ it fk\i?u\-\
< \\exy o (Tf\E"yrx - (Tfk\E"x)-x o nXkoeXkn\\ \\C(yk_x]

zxk°sxkykÇ(yk-l)-Ç(xk-x)\\+ IK7y*|£xVII IK °w^-.)-£(**->
k

< ||{(y*-.)ll ¿2 ¥xy o (Trx\E"y)-x\\ \\(Tf\E"y¡_Xx o n"y¡osy,x, - eyi_lXl_t
i=\

o(Tf\E"Xi)-x\\ \\(Tfk-'\El)-x\\ ne^ji-r^-uv

< (|)   m\zZiK-'X'-x)ß(K-xXk-') + K-xXkß
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= (J\   m\K~2ßYjXk-x+K-xXkß
1=1

= (J\   m\K-2ßkXk-x+K-xXkß.

Hence,

¥xyt{y)-t{x)\\< (|) |K||^-2/i(i-A)-2+^-^A(i-A)-

OO -,

+ ̂ -'11^11 £ Xk + !*-2A"||i||
/t=«+i

< Q)  IKI^-Vil-^ + ̂ -'^l-A)-1

+ /í:-1II^I|A"+1(i-a)-1 + |í:-2a"(i-a)-1||^||.

Therefore given £ £ r^(A)" and e > 0 we take 1 > ß > 0 and N e Z+ such

that

(a) (!)2||£||tf-2/*(l-A)-2<!,

(b) rVi(i-ir'<|,
(c) tf-'HülA^a-A)-'<f.
(d) |/<:-2A^|K||<f.

Let « be a positive integer such that n > N. Then we can take ó > 0 satisfing

(i), (ii), (iii) for ß, n above. So if d(x, y) < ó then ||i/"(x) - exyn"(y)\\ < e.

Hence rf is uniformly continuous. So if £"* = 0 then Lf: r°(A) -> T°AA) is

surjective. If Es ^ 0 then /|A is bijective. Then for each x £ A there exists

a unique /-orbit (x„) such that xo = x, f(x„) = xn+x and xn £ A for all

n£Z.
Let {* 6 r°,(A)ä • We define a bounded section ?f e Tb(A)s by

i=0

Then Lf(ns) = Çs. The continuity of ns is proved by the similar estimate to

that for the continuity of rf above. Hence Lf-. r°(A)s —> T^A)* is surjec-

tive.   D

Proof of Theorem II. (b) => (a). By [9] an Anosov diffeomorphism is structurally

stable. And an expanding map is structurally stable [17].

"(a)=^(b)"isprovedin[12].
(b) => (c). If / is either an Anosov diffeomorphism or an expanding map,

then M is a prehyperbolic set for /. By Lemma G, Lf: F°(M) —> Yf(M) is

surjective, that is, / is infinitesimally stable. Moreover there exists a neighbor-

hood ^ of / such that every g £ % is either an Anosov diffeomorphism or

an expanding map. Hence / belongs to J^r(M).

(c) =>■ (b). Suppose that an Anosov endomorphism / is not an expanding

map. Then / is a proper Anosov endomorphism. Hence there exist constants
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K > 0, 0 < A < 1 , and a Riemannian norm || || on TM such that for every /-

orbit (xn) there exists a splitting of (XLoo T*nM = ES@EU = Ur=-<x> Exn®E"„

satisfying
(i) (Tf)Es = Es, (Tf)Eu = E\

(ii) \\(Tf)nv\\ < KXn\\v\\ for v £ Es, « > 0,

IKTTTvIl^-K"^"^!!    forveE", «>0,

(iii) dim is* = constant > 0 for all x e(xn) and all /-orbits (xn).

If / is injective, then / is an Anosov diffeomorphism. So we suppose that /

is not injective. Using (i) and (ii), it is easy to see that Lf is injective. Hence

Lf-. T°(M) -> T°f(M) is an isomorphism. By Lemma G, M is a prehyperbolic

set for /. Since / is not injective, / is an expanding map contradicting to

(iii).    D

Corollary II. Let f be a C Anosov endomorphism of M. Then f is S-
infinitesimally stable if and only if it is infinitesimally stable.

5. Concluding remarks

Comparing Theorem A with Theorem II, we induce the following conjecture.

Conjecture I. Let f be a Cx endomorphism of M where M is a closed smooth

manifold with dim M > 2. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) / is Cx structurally stable;

(b) / is either an AS-diffeomorphism or an expanding map;

(c) / is S-infinitesimally stable.

Here we call / an v45-diffeomorphism if / satisfies Axiom A and the strong

transversality condition [4, 14]. In [8] the following conjecture was stated:

Conjecture II. If f £ Endr(M) is C structurally stable, then Cl(f)nS(f) = 0.

Relevant partial results were obtained by [5, 2]. In order to investigate the

relation between structural stability and S-infinitesimal stability, we may pose

the following problem analogous to Conjecture II.

Problem. If / belongs to J^'(M), then Q(/) nS(f) = 0.

From this point of view, the following relevant results were obtained.

Proposition A [11]. C infinitesimally stable endomorphisms of Sx are strictly

monotone, r > 1.

Proposition B [10]. C°° infinitesimally stable endomorphisms of Sx have no

fold points.

Proposition C. C°° infinitesimally stable endomorphisms of M with dim M =

2 have no fold points and no cusps.

It follows from Theorem D and Proposition A that Cx ^-infinitesimally

stable endomorphisms of Sx satisfy Axiom A and have no singularities. It is

well known that C1 structurally stable endomorphisms of Sx satisfy Axiom A

and have no singularities.
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